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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract     

This study examines marketing function’s information exchange with other functions during the different phases of 
the launch process; a topic neglected by literature on product launch and cross-functional communication alike. 
Marketing is the function responsible for managing product launches, which involves ensuring that the managers 
have the right information at the right time. However, the launch process is often poorly structured and managed. 
The findings of this study help plan and implement launches in a constructive way. An empirically grounded 
framework is presented for marketing’s cross-functional information exchange; consisting of the identified five 
launch process phases, eight information categories, and six involved parties. Information exchange profiles for each 
of the launch process phases and the involved parties are described. Launch is a challenging phase not only because 
it is near the finish of the NPD process but also because it is a multifaceted cross-functional process involving varied 
information exchange. 
    
Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords: Case study, Cross-functional, Information exchange, Introduction, Launch process, Marketing function.    

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

The launch is the process of introducing a new 
product into the market for initial sale [1,2]. Its 
purpose is to maximize the chances of achieving 
the desired demand outcomes [3], and it has a 
significant effect on the new product’s overall 
success [4]. Despite the importance of the launch, 
its risks and high costs [5,6], this phase is often 
poorly managed [7], and an unstructured launch 
process is itself a common challenge [8,9]. 
Furthermore, launching is often a busy time in 
the firm as the introduction date approaches. Just 
as new product development (NPD) stage models 
help project teams to carry out schedule and 
resource planning [10], and to ensure the critical 
activities are completed in time [11], an organized 
understanding of the launch process could help in 
planning and managing launches. However, 
literature seems to offer little systematic research 
on launch processes or launch activities. 
Employing function-specific and NPD stage-
specific patterns of cross-functional integration is 
important for new product success [12]. Similarly, 
it is suggested here that understanding the cross-
functional information exchange during launch 
from the marketing function’s perspective could 
contribute to developing an organized approach to 
launch management. Marketing is the function 
responsible for managing product launches and 
that responsibility involves ensuring that the 
managers have the right information at the right 
time. Marketing is a focal point and 

communication hub during launch [12], but it is a 
challenging and insufficiently understood role. At 
the time of launch, cooperation between R&D, 
marketing and operations is high [13], as is the 
level of information use [15], and the multiple 
information types used reflect a broad set of 
uncertainties that must be resolved across a wide 
functional base [16]. The purpose of this study is 
to contribute to the understanding of launch 
process management by examining what kind of 
information, and with which functions, marketing 
exchanges in different phases of a launch process. 
The aim is to build a rich and organized 
description of the phenomenon. First the launch 
literature and literature on cross-functional 
integration during NPD is reviewed in order to 
build a theoretically constructed framework 
concerning marketing’s information exchange 
with other functions during launch. The 
framework is utilized to examine the phenomenon 
through an in-depth qualitative case study. The 
study concludes with an empirically grounded 
framework for marketing’s cross-functional 
information exchange during launch that 
identifies launch process phases, information 
types, and information exchange parties. Based 
on that conceptualization, the study presents 
information exchange profiles for each launch 
phase describing the nature of management 
efforts required. In addition, information 
exchange profiles for each information exchange 
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party are presented to describe their roles from 
the launch process management perspective. 
Finally, implications for managers are presented 
with research evaluation and future research 
avenues. 

Theoretical FrameTheoretical FrameTheoretical FrameTheoretical Frameworkworkworkwork    for Examining for Examining for Examining for Examining 
MMMMarketing’s arketing’s arketing’s arketing’s CCCCrossrossrossross----Functional Information Functional Information Functional Information Functional Information 
Exchange during LExchange during LExchange during LExchange during Launcauncauncaunchhhh    

Launch Launch Launch Launch Process PhasesProcess PhasesProcess PhasesProcess Phases    

The launch process is used here as a part of the 
organizing framework for the information 
exchange examination. A general description of 
the launch process phases is suitable for that 
purpose, because it captures the tasks that repeat 
in every launch regardless of the context, even 
though every company tailors the details of its 
launch processes to fit its culture, customers, 
industry and types of products [17]. In order to 
form the description of the launch process phases, 
studies which describe the launch activities in 
more detail than as a one phase of a NPD process 
[1] were searched. The review finally resulted in 
four relevant studies; [4], [5], [3] and [17]. They 
were then utilized to form a synthesis of the 
launch process phases based on the task groups 
they share: launch planning activities, 
preparations and test activities, implementation 
activities at the time of market introduction, and 
monitoring and evaluation activities. Hence, these 
four activity groups are termed launch process 
phases and their purpose is to give an overall 
picture of the launch process. Launch planning 
can begin when the business case has been 
documented and agreed upon, and target 
customers, product definition and differentiation 
and the main lines of the channel, operations and 
customer-service issues have been defined [17]. 
The strategic launch decisions [18] are considered 
as strategic givens for a launch plan [4, p. 373], as 
the focus of this study is on implementing the 
tactic launch process for new products in a 
product-based firm, not examining an optimal 
launch strategy. A launch plan addresses issues 
such as project planning and resources, customer 
trials, pricing, a rollout strategy, a communication 
plan, and more detailed channel choices, a sales 
training plan, customer-service plan, risk 
assessment, sales and distribution support, 
product branding, and timing of the introduction 
[3,17].Launch preparation and tests phase carries 
out the launch plan and the preparations for the 
introduction. Preparations are made, for example, 
for marketing communication materials and 
events, assuring smooth ramp-up, and training 
customer service and the sales force [17]. Testing 
provides customer feedback on the prototype or 
the product and advertising, and tests marketing, 

customer support, sales training, and the order-
delivery-return cycle [5,17].Launch 
implementation realizes the introduction to the 
market through the planned and prepared 
promotional activities, and the distribution and 
sales support. In the launch monitoring and 
evaluation phase, sales and marketing campaigns 
are monitored until the long-term evaluation has 
been executed and the launch process ends [17]. 
The launch is evaluated using both short- and 
long-term metrics-as well as qualitative 
evaluation of launch activities [2]. 

Information Information Information Information Categories Based Categories Based Categories Based Categories Based on the on the on the on the 
Information ContentInformation ContentInformation ContentInformation Content    

Information categories are the second element 
utilized here as a part of the organizing 
framework. Information is defined as the explicit 
form of knowledge, which has a structure and a 
context that give it a meaning [19]. Information 
exchange here refers to information flows to and 
from marketing and includes a description of the 
information content, but not of the amount of 
information [20]. A single information exchange 
note consists of the exchange party involved, 
information category and direction of the 
exchange. The study adopts an instrumental 
approach to information exchange [21,22]. The 
interest is in the use of exchanged information for 
the purposes of solving problems and carrying out 
activities. Therefore the information categories 
here are based on the topical content of the 
exchanged information. Information related to the 
NPD process has been categorized 
comprehensively, for example by [23] and [15,16]. 
Fredericks [23] focuses on describing the 
responsibilities of different functions during NPD, 
whereas Zahay et al. [15] describe different types 
of information used across the fuzzy-front-end, 
development-and-testing, and commercialization 
phases of the NPD process. Even though Zahay et 
al. [15] do not depict the role of different functions 
in information use, their categorization is adopted 
here, because its information typology is 
extensive, and their study has a setting similar to 
this one, distinguishing between NPD process 
phases and covering several functions. Thus this 
study adopts the nine information categories used 
by Zahay et al. [15], which are competitive, 
customer-account, customer-wants-and-needs, 
financial, market, project-management, 
regulatory, strategic, and technical information. 
These are detailed in Table 1. 

Marketing’s Marketing’s Marketing’s Marketing’s CrossCrossCrossCross----functional functional functional functional Information Information Information Information 
Exchange during LaunchExchange during LaunchExchange during LaunchExchange during Launch    

Studies on cross-functional integration during 
NPD examine cross-functional communication (or 
interaction) as a part of integration, encompass 
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the central functions of a firm (marketing, R&D, 
manufacturing, and occasionally, sales), and 
distinguish among NPD process phases 
[12,23,24,25]. Therefore, this study synthesizes 
marketing’s information exchanges with R&D, 
manufacturing and sales during launch by 
extracting the relevant findings from the studies 
on cross-functional integration during NPD. Even 
though other functions or stakeholders may also 
be relevant to launch, such as operations 
(logistics, purchasing) [13,17,23,26] , customer 
service and launch management [17], they are 
usually excluded from cross-functional integration 
studies in NPD context, where the functions 
chosen are often based on the levels of cooperation 
and communication [13]. However, the emphasis 
is here to get the overall picture of the involved 
parties and the information exchanged. The 
relationship between marketing and R&D is 
perhaps the most researched cross-functional 
relationship (see [27] for a review). R&D provides 
marketing with important technical information 
on details of product features, attributes and 
benefits [14,15,23], used for launch planning. 
Project-management information is exchanged in 
order to manage the launch [16]. In particular, 
information concerning the coordination of NPD 
and launch schedules needs to be regular. The 
functions work together in pre-testing the product 
with customers [12,14], and marketing provides 
R&D with the test-marketing results and 
feedback from customers on product performance 
[28].Efficient product rollout calls for integration 
between marketing and manufacturing, including 
information exchange on marketing plans, 
product ramp-up and introduction of the product 
into the marketplace [26]. Also production 
schedules and sales plans have to be coordinated 
[14], and marketing needs product availability 
information from manufacturing when pre-testing 
the products with customers [12]. Additionally, 
project-management information is exchanged to 
manage the launch [16], and technical 
information about product manufacturing detail 
[13,26], and product packaging [23] is 
exchanged.In many industrial firms the direct 
customer contacts of the sales force provide 
marketing with customer information. Customer 
satisfaction information assists targeting 
potential customers [16], and customer feedback 
supports post-launch monitoring and evaluation 
[5]. Sales may test a prototype with customers 
[29], and the functions may work together testing 
advertising and products, before finalizing 
marketing elements [5,23]. The sales function 
plays a major part in the actual product launch 
[29,30]. Marketing arranges training presenting 
new products, their positioning, supporting 
materials and marketing plans to sales staff, 

which has a considerable impact on the way new 
products are sold [23,31]. Project-management 
information is also exchanged between these 
functions in order to manage the launch [16].Fig. 
1 presents these findings from the literature. 
Based on the review, the theoretically constructed 
framework then consists of the launch phases, 
information exchange parties, and information 
categories. This framework is further utilized and 
developed in the empirical part of this study. 
 

 
FigFigFigFig....1111::::    Marketing’s information exchange with sales, Marketing’s information exchange with sales, Marketing’s information exchange with sales, Marketing’s information exchange with sales, 
R&D and manufacturing during launch phases based R&D and manufacturing during launch phases based R&D and manufacturing during launch phases based R&D and manufacturing during launch phases based 
on the literature review.on the literature review.on the literature review.on the literature review.    
MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology    
 
This study utilizes qualitative methods to study 
marketing’s cross-functional information 
exchanges during launch in its natural setting in 
order to illustrate the meanings people ascribe to 
them [32, p. 8]. Twenty-three semi-structured 
interviews (see [33]) form the main data for the 
study (Table 2).The interviews lasted each ca. 90 
minutes. The interview guides included 
predefined themes based on existing literature, 
but they were aimed to be free of predefined 
categorizations or models and to bring forward 
the perceptions and wording of the interviewees. 
Researchers observed the firm’s fine-tuning of its 
launch process and the related four workshops 
that coincided with the study timescale. Data 
triangulation was achieved by use of the author’s 
memos from the workshops and meetings, and 
public and internal documentation [34]. Data 
gathering took two years. A single case study 
approach is chosen in order to build a holistic 
understanding of the complex phenomenon in a 
single setting [35]. The launch process selected for 
this study is a representative case [35] of a 
manufacturing firm specializing in one core 
product, acting all of its NPD tasks from the 
ideation to launch, and using several distribution 
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channels to reach global markets. The firm has 
over 1,000 employees worldwide and 
headquarters in Europe. The firm has nearly 
twenty years of experience launching products 
globally. Launch was managed as a part of the 
product development process. The main processes 
of the firm related to the launch process were the 
product development process owned by R&D, the 
logistics process owned by production, and the 
customer satisfaction process owned by sales and 
marketing. Marketing function of the firm 
included e.g. brand management and 
communications, marketing intelligence, and 
product marketing. The project manager for 
product development projects was responsible for 
the launch process on a higher level, and the 
product marketing manager was responsible for 
the launch process planning and implementation. 
The product development process included some 
descriptions of the launch tasks of the marketing 
function, but for the marketing function itself the 
big picture as well as the details of the launch 
process was unclear. The purpose of the launch 
process description was to clarify the cross-
functional communication during the launch 
process and the pertinent roles and schedules to 
enhance conditions for launch management. Four 
workshops were organized in order to iteratively 
refine the launch process phases, i.e. a common 
launch framework, to be used in the second round 
of interviews. The Marketing Director helped to 
find the best informants on the topic for the 
workshops and the interviews. The research 
problem is answered by systematically combining 
theory and empirical data based on abductive 
logic [36]. First the data was organized according 
to the launch process, the participants and the 
information exchanges. Then the identified 
information exchanges were categorized by 
function and by launch phase. The identified 
information exchanges between parties at launch 
process phases were categorized based on their 
content and direction of exchange. The identified 
launch process phases and information categories 
were compared with the literature review, and 
four detailed categorization rounds were made in 
order to check the information categories. After 
these data reduction and display phases, the 
findings were compared with and linked to the 
topical existing knowledge base, and conclusions 
drawn [37]. 

Marketing’Marketing’Marketing’Marketing’s Crosss Crosss Crosss Cross----Functional IFunctional IFunctional IFunctional Information nformation nformation nformation 
Exchange in LExchange in LExchange in LExchange in Launch aunch aunch aunch PPPProcess rocess rocess rocess PPPPhases in the hases in the hases in the hases in the 
Examined Industrial FExamined Industrial FExamined Industrial FExamined Industrial Firmirmirmirm    

Identified Identified Identified Identified Launch Process PhasesLaunch Process PhasesLaunch Process PhasesLaunch Process Phases    

Through the workshops the launch process phases 
were identified. To avoid confusion, the names of 

the phases used by the firm participants were 
changed here to match the names used in the 
literature review where we were certain that they 
corresponded. That resulted in the five launch 
process phases; launch planning, launch 
preparations, internal introduction, external 
introduction, and launch evaluation. Compared to 
the theoretical framework, added and altered 
phases need to be explained. Internal introduction 
presents the new product to the key functions of 
the organization, its distributors and key 
customers. Reaction to the product and marketing 
communications will be noted, although only 
minor changes to the marketing communications 
are possible before the product is released for 
production. Local launches are planned. Having 
internal launch as an individual phase follows the 
strongly held views of the workshop participants 
and interviewees. External introduction presents 
the product to the market with events and 
marketing communication efforts. The product is 
released for sale. A global launch is organized by 
headquarters. Local sales organizations 
implement their own launches. 

Identified Identified Identified Identified Information Categories Information Categories Information Categories Information Categories based on based on based on based on 
the the the the Information ContentInformation ContentInformation ContentInformation Content    

After careful analysis, eight information 
categories were identified: competitive, customer, 
financial, market, project-management, strategic, 
tactical and technical information. Some 
differences exist between these categories and 
those of Zahay et al. [15]. In the empirical data a 
group of information exchanges concerning the 
tactical level of launch (how to implement launch; 
planning and preparing the marketing-mix 
elements, sales support and launch 
implementation, for instance) did not fit the 
theoretically constructed information categories, 
and the tactical information category was formed 
based on the often-cited definitions for tactical 
launch decisions [7]. It also was reasonable to 
combine customer-account and wants-and-needs 
information, because the data did not clearly 
reveal when customer information was linked to a 
particular account. The identified information 
categories are depicted in Table 3. 

MMMMarketing’s arketing’s arketing’s arketing’s CrossCrossCrossCross----functional functional functional functional Information Information Information Information 
Exchanges Exchanges Exchanges Exchanges in in in in the the the the Launch Process PhasesLaunch Process PhasesLaunch Process PhasesLaunch Process Phases    

The workshops and the interviews showed the 
relevant internal information exchange parties for 
marketing during launching to be sales, R&D, 
manufacturing, top management, aftermarket 
services (AMS), and maintenance. It should be 
noted that in the examined firm manufacturing 
includes the considerations on distribution and 
logistics (could be called operations in other 
firms). Exchange with some of the parties might 
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be occasional but nevertheless include varied 
information. The identified information exchanges 
are presented in Fig. 2 and discussed then in  
Most of the information exchanges during launch 

planning are directed at marketing, because 
launch planning is a complex task requiring a lot 
of information gathering from different sources. 
 

Fig. 2: The identified marketing’s crossFig. 2: The identified marketing’s crossFig. 2: The identified marketing’s crossFig. 2: The identified marketing’s cross----functional information exchanges across launch process phasesfunctional information exchanges across launch process phasesfunctional information exchanges across launch process phasesfunctional information exchanges across launch process phases    
 
Marketing receives a great deal of customer 
information, especially from sales, but also from 
AMS, maintenance and R&D, who are in direct 
detail. contact with customers and also have 
information on competitors, general market  
 

 
characteristics and trends. Marketing receives 
tactical information from sales on how the product  
should be launched, because the sales function 
has valuable experience on launch practicalities. 
R&D informs marketing about NPD project 
schedules and new product features; delivering 
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project and technical information. Information is 
exchanged on project-management, including 
launch timeframe, budget and launch 
implementation guidelines with top management. 
Marketing informs manufacturing of updated 
volume forecasts. During launch preparations and 
tests, marketing’s information exchange with 
other parties is more reciprocal than during 
launch planning. Marketing both gathers and 
disseminates many types of information. 
Marketing delivers tactical launch information on 
marketing communications, activities, and 
project-management information on schedules to 
sales, and presents the launch plan to top 
management. Important customers and certain 
functions inside the firm are informed about 
forthcoming products in order to build interest 
and commitment and to organize the marketing 
communications and product tests. Marketing 
receives feedback from other parties concerning, 
for example, product features and prices, to be 
utilized in launch preparations. Information 
about the new product in this phase is still 
confined to a limited group of stakeholders 
involved in product development, manufacturing, 
or launch planning and preparations. All 
marketing materials should be ready and the 
launch capability assured prior to the internal 
introduction. Marketing discusses with 
manufacturing the product details that affect, for 
example, the product’s final visual characteristics 
and packaging. R&D prepares user 
documentation and delivers technical information 
for marketing communications and sales tools. 
Internal introduction was considered to be the 
most salient and challenging of the launch process 
phases for marketing, because of its effect on the 

launch success and because the information 
exchange requires considerable efforts. Tactical 
information is exchanged with several parties as 
marketing informs the organization about the 
new product and the forthcoming launch and 
organizes technical and non-technical product 
training, including information on sales and 
launch strategies. Marketing receives last-minute 
feedback from the organization on marketing 
communications, launch materials and 
implementation plans, and on product 
characteristics. Exchanges of project-management 
information, particularly on launch schedules, 
were not identified in this phase. The important 
stakeholders have already been informed about 
the launch schedules in the preparations-and-
tests phase. Now marketing mainly informs 
others about what has been decided, and the 
launch implementation plans (labeled tactical 
information) include the schedule information. 
The sales function is perceived as the central 
information exchange party, with whom multiple 
exchanges, including various pieces of tactical 
information, were identified. Sales needs to be 
well integrated into the launch process in this b-
to-b context, because the sales force carries out 
the major part of the introduction to the 
customers. The external introduction phase 
introduces the product to the market through 
marketing communications and promotional 
launch activities. Analysis of this phase identified 
only a few internal information exchange types, 
as marketing intensively delivers information on 
the new product to customers and focuses on 
coordinating the implementation with sales. 
Thus, marketing delivers tactical information on 
the new product and launch activities to sales  

    
    
Table 1: Information categories based on Zahay et al. [15,16]Table 1: Information categories based on Zahay et al. [15,16]Table 1: Information categories based on Zahay et al. [15,16]Table 1: Information categories based on Zahay et al. [15,16]    

Information categoryInformation categoryInformation categoryInformation category    ContentContentContentContent    

Competitive information     Competitors and their technical capabilities, strategies, financial results, 
marketing plans, product lines, products and target markets.    

Customer-account information     Current and potential customers, e.g. contact information, purchase history, and 
customer profile.    

Customer-wants-and-needs    The problems, wants and needs of the customers in different forms, product 
benefit information, and relative benefit information.    

Financial information     Usually from the finance or accounting function such as profit margin level, 
project net present value or internal rate of return, and project related costs.    

Market information    Market size, growth, trends and customer segmentation.    

Project-management 
information     

Related to managing the project activities such as personnel and project status, 
project planning charts, and progress reports.    

Regulatory information     Regulations, laws, rules setting requirements and changes relevant to the firm’s 
workplace safety, product or service safety, and environmental safety.    

Strategic information     Strategic plans and guidelines on several levels such as the firm, business unit, 
product line, technology, marketing, and intellectual property.    

Technical information     Technical details concerning the product and its manufacturing, and internal 
and external technical capabilities.    
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Table 2: The qualitative dataTable 2: The qualitative dataTable 2: The qualitative dataTable 2: The qualitative data    
Interviews, preInterviews, preInterviews, preInterviews, pre----understanding Launch of understanding Launch of understanding Launch of understanding Launch of 
the previous product generation as an the previous product generation as an the previous product generation as an the previous product generation as an 
exampleexampleexampleexample    

Interviews, main dataInterviews, main dataInterviews, main dataInterviews, main data    
Marketing’s information exchanges with Marketing’s information exchanges with Marketing’s information exchanges with Marketing’s information exchanges with 
other internal stakeholders in each other internal stakeholders in each other internal stakeholders in each other internal stakeholders in each phase of phase of phase of phase of 
the launchthe launchthe launchthe launch    

Complementary dataComplementary dataComplementary dataComplementary data    

Brand & Communications Director Brand & Communications Director Memos from firm 
workshops and meetings 
(9). 
Internal documents such 
as project task tables and 
marketing plans (9). 
Annual reports, news, 
brochures and other 
public materials related 
to the firm. 

Marketing Director Marketing Director 
Product Marketing Director 1 Product Marketing Director 1 
Product Marketing Director 2 Product Marketing Director 2 
Product Marketing Director 3 Product Marketing Director 4 
Sales Director Sales Director 
Product Manager 1 Product Manager 1 
Product Manager 2 Product Manager 2 
VP, R&D  R&D Director 
EVP, Products and Markets Technology Director 
Product Development Manager Process Developer 
Fairs and Events Manager  

 
Table 3: Identified categories for information that marketing exchanges during launchTable 3: Identified categories for information that marketing exchanges during launchTable 3: Identified categories for information that marketing exchanges during launchTable 3: Identified categories for information that marketing exchanges during launch    

Information categoryInformation categoryInformation categoryInformation category    ContentContentContentContent    
Competitive information Competitors and their technical capabilities, strategies, financial results, marketing 

plans, product lines, products and target markets. 
Customer information Current and potential customers, including customer wants and needs information as 

well as customer account information. 
Financial information Usually from the finance or accounting function such as profit margin level, costs, 

financial guidelines for launch, financial results of launch, budgeting. 
Market information Market size, growth, trends and developments. 
Project-management 

information 
Related to managing the project activities such as personnel and project status, project 
planning charts, progress reports, lessons learned, and schedules or proceeding of the 
launch process and the related NPD project 

Strategic information Strategic plans and guidelines on several levels such as the firm, business unit, product 
line, technology, marketing, intellectual property and launch. 

Tactical information Related to the marketing mix and launch implementation activities such as marketing 
communications, non-technical product information, pricing, distribution, and details of 
launch execution and launch activity evaluation not relevant for project management. 

Technical information Technical details concerning the product and its manufacturing, such as product 
features or testing results, and internal and external technical capabilities, such as 
manufacturing capability and product availability. 

  
Table 4: Profiles for marketing’s information exchange at different launch process phasesTable 4: Profiles for marketing’s information exchange at different launch process phasesTable 4: Profiles for marketing’s information exchange at different launch process phasesTable 4: Profiles for marketing’s information exchange at different launch process phases    
Launch phaseLaunch phaseLaunch phaseLaunch phase    Information Information Information Information 

exchange exchange exchange exchange 
profileprofileprofileprofile    

Information Information Information Information 
exchange exchange exchange exchange 
varietyvarietyvarietyvariety    

Relevant parties involvedRelevant parties involvedRelevant parties involvedRelevant parties involved    Information Information Information Information 
typestypestypestypes    

Main Main Main Main 
directiondirectiondirectiondirection    

Planning Gathering 
planning 

information 

High 
 

All 
e.g. sales, R&D, manufacturing, 

AMS, maintenance, top 
management 

Several 
e.g. TA, PM, 
TE, FI, CU, 

CO, MA 

To 
marketing 

Preparations  
and tests 

Interactive 
preparations 

High 
 

All 
e.g. sales, R&D, manufacturing, 

AMS, maintenance, top 
management 

Several 
e.g. TA, PM, 
TE (CU, MA) 

Both 

Internal 
introduction 

Informing and 
collecting 
feedback 

Moderate Several 
e.g. sales, manufacturing, AMS, 

maintenance, general 
information for the whole 

organization 

Several 
e.g. TA, TE, 

ST 

Both 

External 
introduction 

Coordinating Low 
 

Few 
e.g. sales 

Few 
e.g. TA, PM 

Both 

Evaluation Feedback and 
reporting 

High All 
e.g. sales, R&D, manufacturing, 

AMS, maintenance, top 
management 

Several 
e.g. TA, 

PM,TE, FI, 
CU (MA) 

To 
marketing 
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Table 5: Profiles for marketing’s information exchange with involved parties during launchTable 5: Profiles for marketing’s information exchange with involved parties during launchTable 5: Profiles for marketing’s information exchange with involved parties during launchTable 5: Profiles for marketing’s information exchange with involved parties during launch    

FunctionsFunctionsFunctionsFunctions    Information Information Information Information 
exchange exchange exchange exchange 

profileprofileprofileprofile    

Information Information Information Information 
exchange exchange exchange exchange 
varietyvarietyvarietyvariety    

Launch phasesLaunch phasesLaunch phasesLaunch phases    Information typesInformation typesInformation typesInformation types    Main Main Main Main 
directiondirectiondirectiondirection    

Sales Interactive 
partner 

High All 
Planning, preparations and 
tests, internal introduction, 

external introduction, 
evaluation 

All 
TA, PM, TE, FI, 
CU, CO, MA, ST 

Both 

R&D Information 
feeder 

Moderate Several 
Planning, preparations and 

tests, evaluation 

Several 
PM, TE,  CU, CO, 

FI 

To 
marketing 

Manufacturing Supporter Moderate All but external introduction Several 
TA, PM, TE, FI 

Both 

AMS and 
maintenance 

Supporter Moderate All but external introduction Several 
TA, TE, PM, CU, 

CO, MA 

Both 

Top 
management 

Supervisor Moderate Several 
Planning, preparations and 

tests, evaluation 

Several 
TA, PM, FI 

Both 

 
(mainly to local sales organizations) and 
exchanges project-management information 
related to coordinating and reporting on launch 
activities. At the launch evaluation phase several 
types of information exchanges and parties are 
involved. Information exchange is directed mainly 
towards marketing and comes from all of the 
examined parties, but especially from sales. 
Information includes feedback on the product, 
evaluation of launch activities, sales and volume 
figures, launch costs and customer satisfaction 
information. Marketing delivers the technical 
product feedback to R&D, which wants to have 
information about the financial success of the new 
product in its target group. The official financial 
evaluation of launch is conducted by top 
management, six to twelve months after the 
external introduction. 

Summary of the Summary of the Summary of the Summary of the FindingsFindingsFindingsFindings    

The empirically grounded framework for 
marketing’s cross-functional information 
exchanges during launch presents the information 
exchanges across five launch process phases, six 
parties involved and eight information categories 
identified in the study. Hence, the literature 
review and the case study suggest that the 
information exchange has different combinations 
of parties, directions and information types, and a 
varying amount of distinct information exchanges 
in each launch process phase. Since Fig. 1 collated 
dispersed findings on the topic as a starting point  
for the empirical study, and Fig. 2 is based on the 
specific case, it is purposeful to describe the 
nature of the information exchange on a broader 
level than them.Based on the identified main 
directions of information exchange; the main of 
information exchange parties and information 
 

 
 
types in different phases we can describe the 
information exchange profiles for launch process 
phases (see Table 4). 1) Launch planning is a 
phase of information gathering, and it includes a 
high variety of information exchanges, because all 
parties and nearly all types of information are 
involved. That suggests that information 
exchange is complex in the planning phase, but 
the fact that information flows mainly towards 
marketing might ease the coordination of 
exchanges. 2) The interactive phase of 
preparations and tests has high information 
exchange variety, including several information 
types and all parties, and marketing both 
distributes and receives many types of 
information. 3) Internal introduction requires a 
marketing function to actively inform other 
parties of launch matters and to collect feedback. 
That means intensive and reciprocal information 
exchange, but the limited number of parties and 
information types make the information exchange 
less varied. 4) During the external introduction, 
coordination is an important marketing task, and 
the information exchanges are the least varied of 
any phase, primarily involving exchanging 
tactical and project-management information 
with sales, while the major communication efforts 
are aimed at an external audience. 5) At the time 
of launch evaluation, marketing exchanges a wide 
variety of information with all parties concerning 
feedback and reports. The information exchange 
profiles for each involved party can be described 
as well (see Table 5). Sales is an interactive 
information exchange partner of marketing, since 
information exchange between the two functions 
is the most varied and involves all the identified 
information types and several exchanges in all  
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phases. Information exchange with other 
functions is less versatile and less constant. R&D 
feeds marketing with important technical and 
project-management information but does not 
exchange information with marketing during 
internal or external introduction. Manufacturing, 
AMS and maintenance support marketing with 
many types of information, whereas top 
management supervises.  

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

The findings contribute to research on launch 
management and cross-functional communication 
during NPD. First, this study built an organized 
framework on marketing’s cross-functional 
information exchange during launch, which can 
be used to study the phenomenon in different 
firms and contexts. As far as the author is aware, 
this is the first framework that presents the 
phenomenon comprehensively according to the 
launch process phases, information categories and 
parties involved. The study identifies clear 
differences in the nature of the information 
exchange across the launch process phases and 
consequently presents the profiles that describe 
the marketing function’s cross-functional 
information exchange in each part of the launch 
process, and with each of the information 
exchange parties. Cross-functional integration 
and its advantageous forms vary across the NPD 
stages [12,24], and the findings of this study 
suggest that the same might apply to launch 
process phases. Second, this study details the 
complexity of marketing’s cross-functional 
information exchanges and coordinative role 
during launch, something only been hinted at in 
the previous literature [12,14,15,17]. The findings 
contribute to the NPD stage-specific and function-
specific understanding invited by [14] and [12]. 
This study argues that a launch is a challenging 
phase not only because it occurs near the end of 
the NPD project but also because its multifaceted, 
cross-functional character involves a variety of 
information exchange. Third, this study suggests 
a new approach to the phasing of the launch 
process, including an internal introduction phase. 
Analysis of the launch process could be conducted 
on several empirically-established phases instead 
of one phase of NPD [1], or in combination with 
some other NPD phases [13,14,15]. The 
significance of internal introduction activities 
aimed at the sales force in an industrial firm has 
been previously discussed [38,39], but activities 
related to internal introduction, such as sales 
force training [5], have previously been weighted 
the same as other preparatory launch activities. 
Isolating an internal introduction phase was 
frequently advocated in the interviews as a way of 
directing attention to key activities and improving 

their management. Internal introduction is a 
valid launch process phase for firms operating in 
consumer markets as well, because before 
external introduction the product is typically 
introduced to different distribution channels and 
internal stakeholders. This study’s informants 
largely agreed with the findings from the previous 
literature regarding the main activities 
constituting the launch process [5,17], implying 
that the phasing may apply in different contexts. 
The results provide insights for marketing 
managers coordinating and developing a launch 
process, especially in firms developing, 
manufacturing and launching their own products. 
Launch management should pay attention to 
cross-functional information exchange, especially 
during launch planning, preparations and tests, 
and launch evaluation, due to the intensive 
nature of information exchange at those phases. 
Several functions should be involved in launch 
planning to acquire necessary information and to 
commit other parties to the launch plan. Sales is a 
salient information exchange party for marketing 
in each phase and building continuous, mutual 
information exchange between marketing and 
sales needs special care. During launch 
preparations and tests, the information exchange 
and cooperation between sales, R&D, 
manufacturing, logistics and marketing has an 
important role in selecting customers for and 
implementing pilot programs, which are crucial 
for verifying the launch capability before internal 
introduction. In the launch evaluation phase the 
key issue is to gather information from several 
functions alongside qualitative evaluation 
information on launch activities so the firm might 
systematically learn from its experiences. As with 
all research, this study has its potential 
limitations. Most studies in the literature review 
are quantitative, which is not an ideal basis for 
building a descriptive theoretical framework and 
might affect the internal validity of the study. To 
overcome that possible shortcoming, the first 
round of empirical analysis was based on open 
categorization, and pattern matching was done 
between the literature review findings and the 
empirical data (see [32]) throughout the study. 
Most of the firm’s marketing managers and 
directors were interviewed, but only a limited 
number of those from other functions. That might 
have resulted in a limited perception of what 
information is expected from marketing. However, 
the conceptions of this matter were consistent in 
the data, which suggests that this would not have 
major effects on the findings. If more cases had 
been examined, perhaps the constellation of the 
specified information exchanges would have been 
slightly different, but the launch process phases 
and the information exchange profiles of the 
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launch phases would probably have changed less, 
because they are built around the identified 
launch process activities and the information 
types, which find support in the previous topical 
research conducted in various contexts 
[5,16,17].The need for research on conceptualizing 
launch activities is acknowledged [40]. Future 
studies could first focus on building stronger 
empirical evidence for the presented framework, 
where information exchange with external parties 
could be included to help clarify their role in 
supporting launch. That would continue the work 
of Harrison and Waluszewski [41], which 
examines the development of a user network as a 
way to enhance adoption of new products. Also 
the linkages between information exchange 
problems and common launch management 
challenges could be examined with the help of the 

presented framework. Launch timing problems 
can result from information exchange problems 
between the headquarters’ marketing function 
and the local sales offices implementing the 
launch [42], and the type and timing of 
information exchange between marketing and 
sales appears to influence new product adoption 
among the sales force [43,44]. 
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